
CHAPTER 4

Measuring Group Support

4.1 It’s Hard to See into a Smoke-Filled Room

When Representative Rush Holt announced that he would not seek reelection to New

Jersey’s heavily Democratic 12th district in 2014, four candidates quickly filed to run for the

Democratic nomination. In New Jersey, the county party’s endorsement is key to nomination.

Getting the endorsement comes with a preferential ballot placement – the county line – that

all but guarantees the plurality of votes from that county.1 State Sen. Linda Greenstein,

State Rep. Upendra Chivukula, and State Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman were each endorsed

by their respective county’s Democratic party. Hoping to follow the same career path as Holt,

Princeton physicist Andrew Zwicker ran as a scientist hoping to replace a scientist, but was

not endorsed by any of the counties. On March 11, 2014, the three major candidates all met

at Giovanna’s Restaurant2 in Plainfield, NJ to meet with the Democratic chairpeople of the

three Union County towns in the 12th District – Assemblyman Jerry Green, Mayor Colleen

Mahr, and Assemblywoman Linda Stender. In a private room in this Italian Restaurant the

three party leaders determined who to endorse. “I think very highly of all three. In fact, I

served with all three. It was a very tough decision” Green said, but in the end the committee

decided on Watson Coleman (Spoto 2014). She would go on to win the nomination in no

small part due to her 76% of the vote from Union County, and won the general election with

1Those interviewed could think of only three instances in New Jersey history in which a candidate won
nomination for any o�ce without the support of the plurality of counties in that o�ce’s jurisdiction. My
own research into congressional nominations has found no exceptions to the rule.

2Their website advertises a ‘Party Meeting Room’ for “small weddings, parties, and get-togethers.” The
political scientist in me hopes that this was the type of party they had in mind. As part of my ‘soak and
poke’ method, I visited Giovanna’s in the summer of 2015. I’d recommend the stu↵ed mushrooms.
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only nominal opposition.

In the same year across the Rockies, Republican Mia Love had her eyes set on Utah’s

4th district. Having lost to Democrat Jim Matheson by fewer than 800 votes in 2012, Love

was considered the favorite for the GOP nomination following Matheson’s decision to retire.

Some in the party were concerned that the dysfunctions of Love’s previous campaign would

keep her from taking back the heavily Republican seat. In her previous campaign, she had

three di↵erent campaign managers, occasionally missed events due to scheduling errors, and

according to some party o�cials had trouble developing a message beyond national talking

points (Rolly 2014). These concerns aside, Love recieved 78% of the delegates at the Utah

Republican convention – beating her opponent, Utah’s Director of Business and Economic

Development Bob Fuehr, and finishing above the threshold needed to avoid a primary.3 With

the nomination, Love went on to easily win the general election in a wave Republican year.

These more visible examples of party strength have generally become the exception

to the rule. Only Connecticut, Utah, and Virginia still use party conventions with any

regularity, and only the handful of counties in New Jersey have party organizations with

such unilateral ability to shape primaries. The smoke-filled rooms and convention halls of

political lore may be largely gone, but the party’s ability to influence the selection of their

nominees is far from it. In Chapter 3, I provided case studies from the 2014 primary election

cycle detailing how elements of the extended party network use its resources to push their

chosen candidates toward nomination.

But data on these individual resources are usually much more di�cult to gather than

a candidate’s ballot placement or the vote counts from a party convention. In this chapter,

I summarize the resources made available to candidates with the support of networks as-

sociated with the parties’ respective groups. I also described how di�cult measuring these

resources can be. I then develop an original measure – existing network density (END) scores

– that can more generally asses the presence of organized support. Finally, I provide some

initial diagnostics on this measure to suggest that the relationship between network support

3In Utah, a candidate can bypass a primary election in Utah if they obtain 60 percent or more of the
vote during their convention.
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and electoral prospects is not endogenous to canddiate viability. The measure developed in

this chapter will be the focus of the analysis presented in the chapters to follow.

4.2 Network Resources

The support of organized interests within the larger party network can provide can-

didates with a variety of resources. The types of resources that can be used on behalf of

particular candidates is often predicated by the type of group or interest supporting that

candidate. As mentioned in the conclusion of the previous chapter, a group like EMILY’s List

may provide campaign sta↵ers for a candidate, but have no formal powers of the nomination

process in each district. The national parties, unwilling to appear heavy handed and step on

the toes of local organizations, rarely make endorsements in a competitive primary, but may

funnel resources to their preferred candidates behind the scenes (Hassell 2016; 2018). Local

party organizations may have access to all of the potential resources, but rarely possess the

massive budgets of their national counterparts necessary to implement them. Morover the

idiosyncrasies of particular districts may make di↵erent resources more or less e↵ective in

particular races.

These group resources – campaign advice, field management, get out the vote e↵orts,

endorsements, and financial support – have all been demonstrated as influential resources

in primary contests (Cain 2013; Desmarais et al. 2015; Dominguez 2011; Hassell 2016;

2018; Ocampo 2017), but they vary in the ease with which scholars can observe them (see

Bawn et al. 2012). The e↵orts of party actors to shape the field by encouraging particular

candidates to run or dissuading others are the most di�cult resource to observe directly.

These internal decisions are often publicly kept from the public eye. Providing campaign

management training and campaign workers is slightly more visible, but is still di�cult

to observe systematically. Endorsements are a resource that benefits from being publicly

disseminated as wide as possible, but the lack of a central repository of endorsements or a pre-

determined universe of potential endorsers makes collecting these data di�cult. The strict

financial reporting requirements, in comparison, makes the financial support of a candidate
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much more easy to observe. That said, there is sometimes some ambiguity as to who is

supporting the groups that are conducting independent expenditures. And of course the

nomination of a candidate by the formal party is the most visible, albeit the least common.

4.2.1 Recruitment, Dissuasion, and Field Shaping

Recruitment and discouragement of candidates is one of the most important predictors

of candidate emergence and success (Carnes 2018; Fowler and McClure 1989; Lawless and

Fox 2005). While central to the prospects of would-be candidates, these behind the scene

e↵orts by interest groups and party organizations are extremely di�cult to measure sys-

tematically. Schwartz (1990) noted e↵orts by the Illinois business community to dissuade a

candidate from challenging their preferred candidate. Masket (2009) describes the roles of

5 “informal party organizations” in California and their attempts to recruit candidates and

dissuade others from seeking party nominations. Ocampo (2017) demonstrates the impact

of political networks and interest group support on the emergence and electoral success of

Latino candidates in plurality-Latino open seat primary races.

In many of the 2014 cases, primary candidates have described receiving pressure, some-

times explicitly, to run or to reconsider running from party leaders, interest groups, and other

elected o�cials. In Pennsylvania’s 13th district, the weakness of the Montgomery County

Democratic Party in comparison to it’s Philadelphia counterpart, helps explain why Boyle

was able to benefit from his geographic monopoly in the city. In Louisiana’s 6th district,

Grigsby’s ability to convince candidates against running (or in some cases encouraging them

to run as spoilers) can shape the field to the advantage of his chosen candidates. The lack

of a network in North Carolina’s 12th district prevented the candidates from Charlotte from

coordinating on a single candidate. The “switcheroo” in Colorado’s 4th district, organized by

the national Republican Party, benefited the electoral prospects of the party in two contests.

Who runs is as important as who doesn’t in multi-candidate races like open-seat primaries.

But heavy handed attempts by party o�cials to shape the field can have also be detri-

mental to a candidate’s prospects. “Meddling” Marcel Groen’s e↵orts in Pennsylvania’s 6th
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districts raised the ire of party activists. In this case, the activists organized in support of

a candidate they knew to be “one of us”, circumventing the party’s preferred candidate and

endorsing Trivedi. More recently, the DCCC’s e↵orts to wade into a primary to pressure

Laura Moser out of Texas’s 7th district’s Democratic primary may have had the unintended

e↵ect of galvanizing her supporters and pushing her support high enough to make it into the

summer runo↵ (Bowman 2018).

4.2.2 Training and Campaign Management

Another resource available to candidates within the the party network is campaign sta↵

and advisers. In Hassell’s (2016) interviews of party o�cials, one individual noted that “the

smart campaign people get behind the party’s candidate and there’s no one left for the can-

didate that wants to challenge the party’s candidate.” As political campaigns have become a

billion dollar industry, professional campaign consultants have become central players in the

party network (Herrnson 2009; Robbins 2017) and successful campaign strategies are often

shared through these connections (Nyhan and Montgomery 2015). While nothing prevents

candidates from hiring their own talented sta↵, the task of finding sta↵ for an insurgent

campaign can become exceedingly di�cult. Moreover, access to party-centric consultants

has been shown to increase a candidates electoral prospects (Cain 2013).

These campaign sta↵ers and advisers vary in their thoroughness and e↵ectiveness, but

can be tremendously involved in primary elections. On Democratic activist described the

candidate training used by a major interest group:

“The Thursday training lasted from 8am to 6pm, and they worked through
meals...trainers went through every aspect of a campaign in no-nonsense, intense
workshops. The began with how to get your personal life ready for a campaign:
work, family, internet presence, etc. Then they coached candidates about using
their strengths in choosing a first o�ce, i.e. teachers for school board. Next
they walked through all the paper work involved in launching a campaign, filing,
opening campaign accounts, etc. Next campaign launch, slogans vs. messaging,
websites, speaking in public, etc. Next they developed fundraising plans (there
is another weekend training just about raising money). They spoke about the
chronology of successful campaigns, when to fundraise, when to spend and on
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what. Finally, they walked through a successful GOTV [get out the vote] field
operation and election week activities (POG).”

While these trainings are focused more at first-time candidates for lower o�ces, interest group

leaders and party activists told us that in these open-seat congressional primaries they would

“sit at [the candidate’s] kitchen table and help them layout the entire campaign.”

Maintaining a professional campaign operation is di�cult, even for electoral veterans.

One journalistic account of Marjorie Margolies campaign noted:

“Throughout the spring, she’s declined to participate in three debates that the
rest of the candidates attended. In the two debates she has shown up to, she’s
been criticized for reading canned answers o↵ index cards. While Leach and
Brendan Boyle have been airing ads since April 22nd, the Margolies campaign
only ran its first TV spot last Wednesday during the Flyers game. The “Whats
the deal with Marjorie” impression was captured well by an April Fools Day post
on Politics PA that compared her campaign presence to the infamous missing
Malaysian airplane” (Van Zuylen-Wood 2014).

This example only reiterates the importance this network resource – campaign organization

and support – can provide even the most experienced candidate.

4.2.3 Ground Game and GOTV E↵orts

In numerous studies, electoral activities on Election Day have been shown to aid candi-

dates in their pursuit of nomination. Miller, Bositis, and Baer (1981) found large e↵ects for

mail, telephone, and canvassers on primary election turnout. Gerber, Green, and Larimer

(2008) found evidence that non-partisan and interest group mailers can increase turnout

in primaries. Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009) reanalyze 11 turnout field experiments and

conclude that in-person contact generally has a positive impact on voter turnout in a variety

of contexts. While nothing prevents electoral “self-starters” from delivering mailers, knock-

ing on doors, and calling supporters on behalf of their own campaigns, research suggests

that e↵orts made by advocacy groups are at least (Panagopolous 2008) if not more e↵ective

(Gerber and Green 2017), particularly in the low-information environments (Arceneaux and

Kolodny 2009), like primary campaigns.
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Lacking the driving cue of party identification, primary voters are also more open to

persuasion than voters in general elections. Primary voters have been found lack su�cient

information about candidates to make ideological distinctions between candidates (DeMora

et al. 2014; Citrin Ahler and Lenz 2013). In a field experiment involving primary cam-

paign mailers, Gerber (2004) found that the “incumbent’s vote margin was increased by

approximately 2.7% of the total number of registered voters in those wards that received the

campaign mailings.” This was in comparison to statistically insignificant 0.2% in the general

election. Arceneaux (2007) found that “[b]oth the door-to-door canvassing and commercial

phone bank e↵orts increased support for the candidate among subjects in the survey sample”

of primary voters in an open-seat primary for county commissioner.

Existing organizations within a party’s network often have infrastructure in place mak-

ing these e↵orts more e�cient and e↵ective than when conducted by individual campaigns.

EMILY’s List’s strategic use of mailers in Michigan’s 14th district was credited with giv-

ing Brenda Lawrence a slight advantage among absentee voters. But EMILY’s List did

not need to find vendors, design the mailers, and send them to voters because they had

existing partnerships with Moxie Media and the Pivot Group – two Democratic consulting

firms specializing in direct mail campaigns. In 2014, EMILY’s LIst hired these two firms for

the mailing campaigns in California, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Michinga, North Carolina, and

Pennsylvania. This frequent collaboration gives these organizations a slide edge with cost

e�ciency and e↵ectiveness of mailers. The IBEW’s ground game operation on behalf of the

Boyle campaign increased turnout in the city by between 2 and 6% (see Appendix 3A). One

o�cial close to the unions reported the IBEW had 10-20 people each weekday and nearly 50

people on the weekends making phone calls, knocking on doors, passing out literature, and

serving as a central hub for smaller unions to coordinate their own political outreach. The

manpower that the unions are able to marshal given their membership likely far exceeds the

number of volunteers even an impressive campaign could amass. After speaking with insiders

close to all four campaigns, it is likely that the unions had more boots on the ground than

all four candidates’ campaigns combined. Again, while nothing prevents individual candi-

dates from running e↵ective ground campaigns, the experience and existing infrastructure of
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many actors within the party networks provides e�ciency gains for candidates in nomination

contests.

4.2.4 Endorsements and Voting Cues

Network support can send a signal of in-group status to other donors and voters. Explicit

endorsements, are perforce only available to candidates with the support of some element

of the party network. In The Party Decides, Cohen et al. (2008) argue that pre-primary

endorsements allowed the party elites to coordinate behind and nominate their chosen presi-

dential candidates. Hannagan et al. (2010) finds mixed results for the electoral benefits of an

EMILY’s List endorsement – electoral long-shots benefit significantly, while there is a more

ambiguous impact for high quality candidates. Two studies found that Oprah’s endorsement

of Obama increased both turnout and support for Obama in the 2008 Democratic primary

(Garthwaite and Moore 2013; Pease and Brewer 2008). Dominguez (2011) finds that a candi-

date’s share of the endorsements from a primary race significantly increases the candidate’s

vote share, even controlling for a battery of other measures of candidate success. Shaw,

de la Garza, and Lee (2000) find that Latino group endorsements often increase turnout

among Latino voters. Endorsements have been shown as important heuristics to attentive

(Lau and Redlawsk 2001) and low-information voters (Arceneaux and Kolodny 2009; Lupia

1994) alike. In sum, endorsements are an electoral resource that provides candidates with a

tangible benefit.

Just as a donation from Lane Grigsby was a “sign of legitimacy” to business-oriented

conservatives, and the support of Bill Schutte could signal that a candidate was “the right

one” for “Team Midland,” and the backing of the IBEW could remind union members to

“vote their job,” so too can networks more generally signal to sympathetic audiences that

this candidate is “one of us” and worthy of support. Given the lack of party identification

as a voting cue and the limited information available to voters in primaries, the signal of

network support can be a powerful tool for the party faithful and political activists in primary

contests even without a formal endorsement.
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4.2.5 Formal Powers

One unique tool available to some local parties are the formal legal tools to either select

or stack the deck in favor of their preferred candidates. It may seem tautological, but as far

as resources with the potential to influence the selection of a nominee go, the formal power

to select the nominee or the ability to shape the election to one candidate’s benefit is hard

to beat. In Tennessee, for example, the state Republican party can remove candidates from

the primary ballot that the state party committee believes are not “bona fide” Republicans

(Rau 2018). In action, this allowed Marsha Blackburn to win the Republican nomination

for the Senate contest without opposition. Whether this is the ability of party conventions

to select nominees, the luxury of choice in terms of nomination procedures, the ability to

control ballot access, or preferential ballot placement – parties, and the networks that control

them, that have access to these tools are powerful forces in primary elections.

4.2.6 Financial Support

The most common resource that campaign networks provide their candidates is financial

support. Networked contributions provides e�ciency gains for candidates fundraising e↵orts.

The support of a single actor can signal to other donors that this candidate deserves their

support. Even with campaign finance limits, the support of Lane Grigsby in Louisiana

can come with as much a $1,000,000 from his network of marine construction executives.

Once the IBEW endorsed Boyle, most of the Philadelphia trade unions followed suit. Bill

Schutte’s support of John Moolenaar tapped into a durable network of contributors who had

long supported the “Midland Team.”

The close relationships between major donors and the party network also allows the

network to “starve out the competition” by signaling that a candidate is on the outside.

The unions and the Levin network in Michigan and the IBEW in Philadelphia are a prime

examples of this strategy – by supporting their candidates fully and early, they signaled to

the rest of the field who to get behind. In this way they used their financial support to both

directly assist a particular candidate, but to also keep other potential competitors on the
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sidelines.

Groups within the party network can also support candidates through their own e↵orts

– independent expenditures – far exceeding the legal limits for direct contributions. In 2014,

EMILY’s List’s independent expenditure arm, Women Vote!, alone spent over $800,000 on

behalf of five candidates in open-seats primaries. This includes the nearly $300,000 and

$250,000 spent on mailers supporting Brenda Lawrence in Michigan and Alma Adams in

North Carolina. The magnitude of financial support available to candidates with the support

of party network actors far exceeds what is available outside the network.

And most central to this analysis, organized contributing is a resource available to all

types of actors within the extended party network. A group may lack the numbers for boots

on the ground mobilization or the public presence for a valuable endorsement, they may not

have the budgets for large independent expenditures or the formal powers to nominate a

candidate, but all networks, by their nature as an organized group, have a set of individuals

who can be called upon to donate to and support candidates for o�ce. In this way organized

campaign contributions are the most universal, if conservative, signal of group support.

4.3 Di�culties Measuring Group Support

Organized group support of primary candidates helps drive electoral success. Groups

have this influence through their ability to marshal electoral resources on behalf of their cho-

sen candidate – resources often unavailable to a ‘free-agent’ candidate. However, as Hassell

(2016) notes, most of these studies have either focused solely on presidential nominations

(Cohen et al. 2008), been forced to rely on a small number of cases (Dominguez 2011;

Masket 2009), or only considered general elections (Desmarais et al. 2015; Hannagan et al.

2010) because of the intractability of gathering the data systematically for a representative

sample of primaries. In discussing the di�culties in measuring the impact of party e↵orts on

primary outcomes, Dominguez (2011) admits the need for “other proxies” as other measures

of party influence are “cumbersome to gather for large numbers of candidates.”

Consider the di�culties in measuring endorsements. Dominguez (2011) relies on a
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survey of candidates in 2002 open-seat congressional primaries to systematically measure

the endorsements they received. Assuming that candidates’ endorsements did not impact

their likelihood of responding to the survey, it still leaves many races without observations

due to non-response. The relatively few observations limited the author’s ability to address

the role of electoral competition on the influence of endorsements in primaries and prevented

her ability to generalize beyond that election cycle. Endorsements are also extremely di�cult

to measure retrospectively. Dominguez found “that about half the time the candidate had

received at least some endorsements that were not listed on the Web page” and had to be

confirmed through direct contact with the campaign. This direct contact would constitute

a massive undertaking to gather for a larger sample of races. Looking at endorsements from

the perspective of the groups would be just as di�cult. The universe of potential endorsing

groups is often unknown beforehand, and determining their behavior in retrospect often

misses activity. As Hassell notes in his analysis of EMILY’s List endorsements, endorsing

“groups tend to scrub their institutional memories of any candidates which they supported

that lose the election” (2018, p. 75, fn. 32). Similarly, the Library of Congress’s “United

States Elections Web Archive” tends to maintain only the websites of those candidates who

won the primary. For example, Brendan Boyle’s website is archived, while Val Arkoosh,

Daylin Leach, and Marjorie Margolies are not. These limitations together make the e↵ects

endorsements – a resource campaigns have an incentive to make visible – di�cult to observe.

The di�culties in gathering the data on endorsements pale in comparison to the task

of systematically gaining access to the more opaque (and at times objectionable) aspects

of network support. With national parties hesitant to appear heavy-handed in local races,

records of sta↵ and consulting assistance are often buried in financial disclosures and not

widely reported (see Cain 2013). The informal, behind-the-scenes politicking of party elites

to encourage and discourage candidates from running is often purposefully kept out of the

public eye (Bawn et al. 2014). Given how central recruitment and discouragement are in the

decision to run for o�ce, its inscrutable nature handicaps our ability to understand party

network influence nomination contests more generally.

The case studies from the preceding chapter further highlight these di�culties. Recall
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Pennsylvania’s 13th district, for example. The field shaping e↵orts by party o�cials from

both counties, national political figures and the labor unions played a significant and perhaps

deterministic role in the outcome of the primary. But even after considerable primary source

research and dozens of interviews, some of the finer details about why certain candidates

ran and others did not remains unclear. For example, Rep. Mark Cohen’s (another labor-

a�liated state legislator) failure to mount a serious campaign and eventual endorsement of

Boyle was seen by interview subjects as evidence of union’s pressuring candidates to keep

the Philadelphia field open for Boyle. But no one with direct knowledge of this decision

agreed to speak with me. To further complicate the story, while in an interview Saidel

openly admitted to dropping out when asked to by the Clintons, multiple sta↵ers from other

campaigns suggested that Saidel, closely a�liated with Bob Brady, initially filed to run only

to keep Boyle out of the race and dropped out when Boyle announced his campaign anyway.

And given Brady’s simultaneous endorsement of Boyle and sta�ng of Margolies’ campaign,

muddies the direct benefit of a fairly clear endorsement. These examples further highlight the

di�culties in systematically observing the purposely clandestine behaviors of party actors.

The various incentives, motivations, and tools available to di↵erent types of groups

within the party network provide one last obstacle for the measuring of group support gen-

erally. Lacking a theory of which group resources should be more important than others,

researchers would need to gather data systematically on all avenues of possible support, or

develop an alternative measure that detects group support more generally. Having observed

numerous races first hand, it is unlikely that a single resource universally dominates all oth-

ers. And having attempted to gather all information systematically for only a handful of

races, that route would be herculean if not impossible for a larger sample. In the next section,

I propose a network-based method to systematically measure the presence of group support

in primary campaigns that would be present for candidates with party network support, but

unavailable to those without it.
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4.4 Groups in the Extended Party Network

It is natural to think of organized interests within political parties in terms of networks

of supporters. Interest groups regularly see themselves as individuals connected through

their collective political goals, like EMILY’s List, which describes their founding as “25

women, rolodexes in hand, gathered in Ellen R. Malcolm’s basement to send letters to their

friends about a network they were forming to raise money for pro-choice Democratic women

candidates” (EMILY’s List 2017, emphasis added). The EMILY’s List operation has come

quite far since these more humble beginnings (running candidate training and recruiting

seminars, sta�ng and organizing individual campaigns, spending millions of dollars per

election cycle on dozens of races, etc.), but the basic network structure remains. When

EMILY’s List supports a candidate, the first resource made available is their network of

supporters. In Brenada Lawrence’s primary campaign, over $70,000 or 15% of her fundraising

came from EMILY’s List donors. This dynamic is not confined to EMILY’s List. Hassell

(2018) reports that for a range of interest groups, including EMILY’s List, the Sierra Club,

Club for Growth, and the Campaign for Working Families, that an endorsement increases

the number donations from group supporters. In other words, candidates with the support

of these organizations were more likely to tap into their network of contributors.

Moreover, a network-based view of organized interests allows for the consideration of po-

litically active groups that lack the established PAC infrastructure of most interest groups.

Built over decades of work in the maritime construction, Cajun Industries founder Lane

Grigsby developed a large network of political active executives and business managers.

When activated his network can by his own estimates raise between $100,000 and $1,000,000

in individual donations depending on what a race requires. One analysis found that between

2009 and 2012, Grigsby, his family, his companies and key employees made 423 contributions

totaling nearly $1.3 million (Zurik 2017). Grigsby also interviews and vets potential candi-

dates, channels money into independent expenditure campaigns on behalf of his supported

candidates, and rallies public support behind policies important to him (Kunzelman 2016;

Spencer 2015). This network has no o�cial name, no o�ce on K Street, and no formal lead-
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ership roles, but still holds significant influence in Louisiana Republican politics. If parties

are the networks of organized interests attempting to gain control of government, then any

measure that excludes the e↵orts of network’s like Grigsby’s misses a significant electoral

resource.

Many scholars have attempted to measure the impact of political networks on candi-

dates’ electoral prospects. Desmarais et al. (2015) construct networks of candidates based

on PAC contributions to their campaigns in the general election. Candidates are considered

tied within that network if they have a PAC contributor in common. They find that chal-

lengers located within the extended party network had better general election prospects than

those candidates on the periphery of the network. Importantly, these results persist after

controlling for campaign resources and candidate quality. They argue that the support of

the party network sends a signal to voters that these candidates will faithfully represent the

interests of their party coalition. These authors present these results as evidence that parties

are still able to shape electoral outcomes. However, by focusing on general elections, these

authors are unable to directly address whether parties are able to choose their nominees in

the first place.

Ocampo (2017) systematically looks at the impact of group support on the primary

prospects of candidates in districts with large Latino populations. Using a dataset of Latino

and non-Latino candidates running in all open seats from 2004 to 2014 in congressional

districts with a Latino population of at least 15 percent, including 367 candidates from

forty-six congressional contests, the author finds that a candidate’s share of PAC and party

contributions has a positive and significant impact on the likelihood of winning an open-

seat primary. She concludes that the e↵ect “group-level support has on electoral success is

quite meaningful as it substantially increases the chances of Latino candidates winning their

respective primary.”

This analysis provides many contributions to our understanding of party network sup-

port in primaries. By focusing on open seats it e↵ectively overcomes many problems that

looking at incumbents raises. In gathering data for a large number of races systematically,

the findings are more easily generalizable to other contexts. The work is admittedly focused
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on the role of political networks and interest groups on minority representation, and thus

focuses only on races in districts with sizable Latino populations. Her findings on the impor-

tance of group support, therefore, may or may not apply to other types of districts. Nor does

she consider the extent to which individual candidate qualities, namely prior elected o�ce,

play in the potentially endogenous relationship of network support and electoral outcomes.

While clearly addressed in the case studies, her empirical analysis does not address whether

the sizable e↵ect of PAC contributions is driven by PACs contributing to those candidates

who are most likely to win or if the contributions driving candidates on to victory.

In his analysis of primary elections, Hassell finds that candidates for the Senate (2016;

2018) and the House (2018) benefit significantly from party network support. Using the

number of donors that a primary candidate shares with their national party congressional

fundraising committee (i.e. the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee for Demo-

cratic primary candidates for Congress, etc.) as his measure of party support, he finds that

this count predicts which candidates will drop out of the contest before the primary and

which candidates will go on to become the nominee. He argues that this “measure of party

support is an excellent proxy for a [party] endorsement” (2015, fn. 10).

He also directly addresses the issue of causality. He demonstrates through the use

of a Granger causality test that early party support drove future fundraising success (his

measure of electoral viability) and party support, but that early fundraising success did not

drive later party support. With this evidence he concludes that party supporters are not

simply bandwagoning onto the campaigns of successful candidates. He supplements these

empirical findings with qualitative interviews from party operatives to support his conclusion

that party support drives and does not follow electoral success.

However, even though Hassell cites the literature on the extended party network exten-

sively, his measure is derived from the behavior of donors to the national party organizations,

limiting his reach to only those actors connected to the center of the network. As Rauch

and La Raja point out in their Brookings report on activist groups, the interest groups and

activists that constitute the majority of the extended party are “organizing in regions where

party organizations lack resources or incentives to invest,” leaving the formal parties to focus
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their e↵orts on competitive races (2017, p. 3, emphasis added). This fits with much of what

we observed in the field. In our overview of the 2014 cycle, we found very little evidence of

coordination or cooperation across the party network, and more often observed free-for-all

contests among the many party factions within a district (Bawn et al. 2015). The national

parties were rarely involved in safe-seat contests, and these safe-seats constituted the ma-

jority of open-seats in that cycle. This could contribute to Hassell’s more qualified findings

in the House – whereas he finds that the share of party donors predicts which candidates

will remain in and which candidates will win in all Senate primaries, he finds a similar e↵ect

only for House races in competitive districts where the candidates have the same electoral

experience (2018, p. 124). It is not that parties are only active in competitive House pri-

maries, it is that di↵erent components of the extended party network are active in di↵erent

electoral environments – the national party focused on seats that will be competitive in the

general election, with the remainder of the extended party network focusing on the majority

of seats safe for one party.

Candidates with access to the contribution networks of groups within the extended

party network will be the candidates most likely to receive the campaign resources exclusive

to organized support. Di↵erent organizations undoubtedly pursue di↵erent strategies when

utilizing campaign resources, but all of these groups use their network of supporters to

direct campaign contributions to their preferred candidates. While not all candidates with

the support of networked contributors will have additional benefits of group support, all

candidates with those benefits should have the support of their network. In that light, this

should be seen as a systematic, yet conservative estimate of group support.

4.5 Measuring Support through Donor Networks

To test the hypothesis that extended party support is driving the electoral prospects of

primary contenders, a more tractable measure of organized group support is needed that is

both accessible for a representative sample of races and takes into consideration the di↵er-

ent electoral environments in which the party network could operate. Ideally this measure
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would demonstrate the degree of organization within a particular candidate’s coalition of

supporters. By conceptualizing the extended party as a network of groups and individuals

who consistently work together in their party’s primary, I can then use the structure of a

candidate’s contribution network to infer the nature of a particular campaign’s supporters.

More specifically, I will argue that the density of a candidate’s contribution network can

serve as a proxy for the degree to which durable and cohesive elements of the extended party

network have invested in a candidate’s campaign.

While fundraising successes and candidate quality are important characteristics for elec-

toral victory, candidates with the support of individuals and organizations that frequently

cooperate in their party’s primary are those candidates most likely to have access to the afore-

mentioned campaign resources beyond the reach of the “free-booting” political entrepreneur.

In addition, while the various resources and motives of groups may push them to pursue dif-

ferent electoral e↵orts on behalf of their candidate, the support of any group will direct

contributions to their preferred candidates from their group members. Even groups like

anesthesiologists, not the traditional politically active interest groups, are likely to coordi-

nate their donations like they did for one of their own, Valerie Arkoosh, in PA-13. While not

all candidates with the support of networked contributors will have additional benefits of

group support, all candidates with those benefits should have the support of their network.

4.5.1 Network Density

But what is network density? Density is a measure of overall connectedness within a

network (Scott 2017). A network’s density is defined as the fraction of the total possible

number of ties within a network that occur within the network. This statistic ranges from

0 to 1, where 0 would be a network in which no actors are tied to one another and 1 would

have every actor tied to every other actor. Formally, if
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For example, consider the network graph in Figure 4.1. Network graphs provide visual

representations of relationships between di↵erent actors. Actors are referred to as “nodes”

and the connections between these actors as “ties” or “edges.” In the context of this project,

the actors involved are campaign donors, and the ties between them determined by whether

or not they contributed to the same candidate. Below, nodes are represented as points on

the graph which are considered tied if connected by a solid dark line. In this hypothetical

network of six donors, there are nine ties out of a possible fifteen. The density of this network

is therefore 9
15 = 0.6.

The generalized concept of network density has obvious implications for the study of

organized groups with contribution networks. Individuals associated with groups are likely

to give to the same sets candidates over election cycles as they receive the cue of support

from their respective groups. This would result in dense, durable networks of donors with
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Figure 4.1: An Illustration of Network Density
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consistent patterns of contributions. In comparison, individual donors who are mobilized

by individual campaigns may be equally likely to give in the future, but less likely to share

similar patterns of contribution overtime given the ad hoc nature of their initial activation.

4.5.2 Existing Network Density

To construct each candidate’s donor network, I compile a list of every donor who made

a contribution to a House candidate during the primary (t1). For each donor in this list,

I then find every donation they made in the previous election cycle (t0). While I again

limit these contributions to those made in the primary, I include all non-presidential federal

contributions. I next construct a network where these donors are connected to each other if

they donated to the same candidate in this prior primary cycle (t0). Finally, I calculate that

network’s density – the ratio of the ties within the network to the number of possible ties

for a network of that size. This value is a candidate’s existing network density (END) score.

Candidates who score higher on this measure are those whose supporters frequently work

together in their party’s primary. I focus on the behavior of donors in the election cycle prior
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in order to establish that these donors are not simply re-election coalitions pulled together

in a particular election by a particular candidate. By demonstrating that these donors have

consistent patterns of giving over time, I can show that these networks are organized and

durable. And because this analysis focuses on open-seat contests, I can conclude that these

networks were organized prior to an individual becoming a candidate for that o�ce.

Figure 4.2: Calculating A Candidate’s Existing Network Density

Note: In the first row, six contributors donate to Barney Frank in 1982. In the second row,
the behavior of these six donors in the prior election cycle is described, and then converted
into a network where donors are tied if they share a common campaign to which they
contributed.

Figure 4.2 provides another visual example of how this measure is calculated. Imagine

that donors A, B, C, D, E, and F contributed to Barney Frank during the 1982 primary.

To determine the existing network density of Frank’s contribution network, I would first

determine what contributions these contributors made in the 1980 primary cycle. For this

example, lets assume that contributors A, B, C, and D contributed to Ed Markey and
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donors E and F contributed to Paul Tsongas. In this case, donors A, B, C, and D would

be connected, and donors E and F would be connected. This would create seven ties in a

network of six actors. If every donor in a six member network was connected, this would

result in 15 ties. Therefore the END score for this network would be 7
15 or ⇡ 0.47.

Figure 4.3: Distribution of Existing Network Density (END) Scores
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Figure 4.3 provides a histogram of END scores for candidates who raised primary funds
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in consequential open-seats between 1982 and 2014. The green bars represent the share of

those candidates that lost their primary, whereas the blue bars are those who won. The

distribution is roughly symmetric, with a slight right skew, and a disproportionate number

of candidates with network densities of 0 or 1. Those candidates with network densities of 0

often had no donor activity in the previous cycle, whereas those candidates with density of 1

often had very small networks. While theoretically these observations are valid, the results

presented in the proceeding chapters hold if these outliers are omitted.

4.5.3 Limitations and Alternatives

Some limitations of network density as a measure should be discussed. First, the mea-

sure is not sensitive to variations in the cohesiveness with the structure of a network. The

networks presented in Figure 4.4 have identical measures of density, but obviously di↵erent

structures. The network in the first row consists of three densely connected communities –

distinct sub-groups within a larger network – whereas the network in the second row consists

of one larger, but more sparsely connected network. While future work could consider the

di↵erences between many small, cohesive groups and one larger less connected group, at

this point the exploration would be exploratory, lacking a theoretically based hypothesis for

which network structure should be more beneficial to a candidate.

This raises a second and related concern. Measures of network density are sensitive

to the size of a network. In social networks, this makes comparing the density of networks

of di↵erent sizes di�cult (Scott 2017). For example, there is likely a limit to the time

and energy individuals can spend maintaining social relationships. Therefore the theoretic

maximum density of a network decreases as does the size of the network. In fact, Mayhew

and Levinger (1978) use models of random choice to suggest that for large social networks,

the maximum density value likely to be found is closer to 0.5.

But unlike social relations, donor patterns are less exhaustive in expectation because

of how they are constructed. Given that donors are tied through their donations to other
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Figure 4.4: Network Structure and Density
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candidates, they are in a sense indirectly tied.4 Individual donors are not directly inter-

acting with one another. A single action – all the contributors donating to one campaign

in the previous cycle – could bind the entire network. Therefore the amount of time and

energy needed to maintain a large, dense donor network is far less than the organizational

requirements for similar levels of density among a traditional social network. While there

is no single agreed upon method for comparing densities across various sizes, one common

4In network analysis, this is considered a bi-partite or two-mode network – a network wherein the ties
between actors are mediated by their actions toward another set of actors.
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approach is to weight the networks by the number of actors. In the analyses to follow, I

therefore interact the density measures with the number of donors in the network.

Density is not the only measure that summarizes the structure of a network. For exam-

ple, Desmarais et al. (2015) uses community detection methods to determine whether or not

a challenger candidate is integrated within the extended party’s general election contribu-

tion network. They find that those candidates included in the network fare better than their

equally well-funded, but excluded counterparts. In the Annual Review of Political Science,

Ward et al. (2011) describe 16 di↵erent “descriptive measures of complete graphs that cap-

tured key structural features of networks.” However, common measures like betweenness,

centrality, prestige, and homophily are all node-level measures, which in the context of this

project would mean that the statistic is calculated for each individual candidate within the

network. This project, however, is interested in the structure of the contributors’ network.

This requires a graph-level metric – and of such measures, network density is most closely

paralleled in my theory of group support.

4.6 Dealing with Endogeneity

One obvious concern is that existing network density is not causing candidates to be

more electorally successful, but that more viable and successful candidates attract the sup-

port of dense networks. Unfortunately, polling in congressional primaries is sparse and rarely

conducted with the rigor required for academic consideration. Fundraising reports, however,

are widely available and occur with the granularity necessary to analyze trends over time.

Not to mention that fundraising success is one of the strongest predictors of primary elections

for non-incumbents (Jacobson 1980). Therefore, I use a Granger test of causality between

END scores and candidate fundraising to demonstrate that END scores are Granger-causing

candidate viability and not the other way around. This technique is used by Hassell (2016;

2018) in his analyses of national party primary coordination.

Existing network density scores can be said to Granger-cause fundraising share if the

lagged value predicts both future fundraising share and END scores, but the lagged value
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of fundraising do not predict party support when both lagged values are included in the

models (Hassell 2016; see Woolridge 2012). In other words, if early END scores predict

future fundraising – a value we know to be endogenous and directly a↵ected by a candidate’s

viability – but END scores at the end of the primary are not predicted by early fundraising

successes, then we can conclude that END scores are not driven by early perceptions of a

candidate’s viability.

For these Granger causality tests, I only consider candidates seeking nominations in

consequential open-seat contests. As the dependent variables in the model, I use the share

of fundraising5 and the END score for candidates based o↵ of the donations made to their

campaign in the last 90 days of the campaign. I then estimate models with three sets

of lagged independent variables. I calculate the END scores and fundraising shares for

candidates based on donations made more than 90, 180, and 360 days prior to primary day,

as t-1, t-2, and t-3, respectively.

Table 4.1 provides the results of these Granger causality tests. As predicted, early

fundraising advantages predict future fundraising advantages, as does the early support

from dense networks predict future support from dense networks. More importantly, the

results suggest that END scores Granger-cause candidate fundraising shares in the three

months before primary day, in that early support from dense networks also predicts future

fundraising share. This provides us with some evidence that network support is in fact

driving the relationships, and not following perceptions of candidate viability. The results

are most clear for donations made 90 and 180 days prior to the primary, but near conventional

levels of significance even at a year prior to the primary when a large portion of the sample

is missing – only about half of candidates have raised any funds a year prior to the primary

(1869/3961).

These results conform with Hassell’s (2016; 2018) findings, but also recent studies that

have largely found donor motivations to be expressive rather than instrumental (Barber

5In this model I use share of fundraising for ease of interpretation as it puts fundraising and END scores
on the same scale. The findings hold if I instead use logged fundraising values. Logged fundraising is used in
the models presented in Chapters 5 & 6 to allow for ease of comparison between this work and the existing
literature. Here too the e↵ects and certainty remain if fundraising shares are used instead.
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Table 4.1: Granger Causality Tests of Fundraising Share and Party Support

Fund END Fund END Fund END
Share Score Share Score Share Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ENDt�1 0.103⇤⇤⇤ 0.530⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.016)

Fund 0.619⇤⇤⇤ 0.003
Sharet�1 (0.014) (0.008)

ENDt�2 0.108⇤⇤⇤ 0.495⇤⇤⇤

(0.029) (0.016)

Fund 0.555⇤⇤⇤ 0.005
Sharet�2 (0.017) (0.009)

ENDt�3 0.065† 0.406⇤⇤⇤

(0.036) (0.018)

Fund 0.401⇤⇤⇤ 0.016
Sharet�3 (0.021) (0.010)

Constant 0.123⇤⇤⇤ 0.223⇤⇤⇤ 0.150⇤⇤⇤ 0.263⇤⇤⇤ 0.234⇤⇤⇤ 0.319⇤⇤⇤

(0.023) (0.014) (0.025) (0.014) (0.032) (0.016)

Observations 2,539 2,461 2,356 2,297 1,869 1,850
R2 0.449 0.569 0.330 0.563 0.182 0.550
Adjusted R2 0.446 0.566 0.325 0.559 0.175 0.546
Year Fixed E↵ects

†p<0.1; ⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤p<0.01; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.001

Notes : The dependent variables are fundraising share and END-score of the candidates
during the last 90 days of the primary. The independent variables are the same metrics
calculated based on donations before times t-1, t-2, and t-3, or 90 days, 180 days, and 360
days before the primary, respectively. All models include year fixed e↵ects.
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2016a; 2016b; Gimple, Lee, and Pearson-Merkowitz 2008). This is not to suggest that donors

are not strategic. They are responsive to the competitiveness of the election (Hill and Huber

2017) and give more frequently in races with the potential to increase their party’s seat share

(Boatright 2013). However, they “appear to give out of desire to support causes they believe

in rather than extract material benefits from politicians” (Albert et al. 2018). In sum, little

evidence suggests that primary donors exhibit significant bandwagoning tendencies.

And, moreover, there are numerous examples of when durable, influential networks came

in against the clear frontrunner. Consider Marjorie Margolies campaign. She had previous

Congressional experience, name recognition, fundraising strength, early endorsements and

TV ads with Bill Clinton. But groups like EMILY’s List and Equality Pennsylvania, rather

than follow the frontrunner, decided instead to sit out the race. And other groups, namely

the unions, came out in support of her underdog opponent. This is not to suggest that there

was not some bandwagoning present among some donors, only that it is not su�ciently

present to prevent deviations toward Boyle by the unions, or encourage pro-choice and

LGBT groups to participate. More generally, if bandwagoning was the dominant driver of

network behavior, we would have anticipated seeing Margolies in PA-13, Mitchell in MI-4,

Clarke in MI-14, Graham in NC-12, and Dietzel in LA-06 – all leaders in early public polling

– to have had the support of the densest networks, but each was bested by their opponents.

These examples will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 6, where I analyze the impact

of END scores on a candidate’s likelihood of winning a primary.

4.7 Summary

In most situations, parties have lost the ability to formally nominate candidates for

o�ce. But this is not to suggest that they are unable to influence the primary elections that

select these nominees. Organized interests within the extended party network hold access

to a variety of powerful resources, including field shaping pressures, campaign training and

management, ground game and GOTV e↵orts, endorsements and persuasion campaigns,

and financial support, that are often either unavailable or much more di�cult to acquire for
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candidates without the support of these network actors. Studying the systematic influence

of these e↵orts, however, is di�cult because gathering data on this diverse pool of resources

is nearly impossible.

Therefore, I proposed a new measure – existing network density (END) scores – which

measure the degree to which the financial supporters of a candidate have a history of cooper-

ating in their party’s primaries. Those candidates with high END scores have the support of

donors who frequently work together in support of primary candidates. The consistency with

which they cooperate signals organization, and that organization in turn signals membership

within the extended party network. Those candidates with the support of individuals within

the extended party network are those candidates most likely to have access to the diverse

range of alternative resources which help propel them to the nomination.

One could easily question whether this measure of network support is simply endoge-

nous: rather than causing a candidate to win, dense networks of supporters are simply

bandwagoning behind candidates already bound for success. To alleviate those concerns, I

present the results from a Granger causality test that suggests END scores Granger-cause

fundraising success (a proxy for candidate viability). This, in conjunction with the anecdotal

accounts of network behavior in the 2014 primary cycle, suggests that these networks are in

fact the drivers of this relationship. In the following two chapters, I demonstrate how these

networks have the ability to both shape the field of candidates that compete in the primary

and to then help nominate the candidates whom they support.
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